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The purpose of our survey is to update knowledge on this important but neglected find 
zone, which contains unique and well-preserved tombs and copper producing remains of 
the Early Iron Age (EIA) and Middle Islamic Period. In the early 1980s researchers from the 
German Mining Museum in Bochum first visited this metal producing and published diverse 
find notices about the little-known copper production of this and neighbouring sites (e.g. 
Hauptmann 1980, 66). The key question is the dating of the copper production. The 
undersigned also surveyed here previously and submitted a report on 02.01.2018 (cf. report 
to the MHC, al-Rasibī–Gaudiello–Yule, January 2018). Our efforts focussed on the EIA hut 
tomb cemeteries and emphasized that the site is being encroached on. The cemetery is used 
as a quarry. This will increase in the next few years (Fig. 9). Sultan al-Bakri visited the site 
and confirmed that the Ministry of Housing is considering building on the site (oral 
information, 16.10.2018). He also requested the coordinates of the hut tombs. 
We arrived at the site on 17.10.2018 and began mapping the hut tombs by means of a hand-
held GPS. The GPS-resolution was excellent, 2–3m radius. Important was to access the 
dimensions, entrance orientation of the tombs and record the preservation. Given the large 
population, this should illuminate to some degree the social structure of the population. 
However, we did no excavation and had no access to skeletal material. Question to be posed 
included the identification of the associated settlement. Moreover, datings proposed for the 
site included 'bronze age' (M. Prange 2001, 18 Abb. 14) and early Islamic (Hauptmann 1980, 
66), 'Early Iron Age' and 'early Islamic' (Weisgerber 2007, 198–9). Weisgerber wrote that it is 
unclear which mining activities can be attributed to the Lizq period (ibid.). This is true. 
However, Mining and smelting can be taken for granted since EIA structures contain slag or 
are partly built from them. While characteristic of the Islamic dwellings, are indented 
pounding stones, such are absent in the EIA settlement. Whether or not beneath the Islamic 
slag fields EIA ones exist cannot be determined without excavation. 
The entire archaeological zone comprises two clusters. Nearest the mine entrance the 
settlement of the metal workers, large slag fields and hut tombs lie in one valley. To the NW 
second loose group of hut tombs is scattered over a wadi and into a valley (Fig. 1). Seven 
mine entrances (Hauptmann 1980, 66 Abb. 4 & 5) were confirmed at this site. In fact the 
published place-name 'Musfa' (actually al-Musfah) comprises an area of several square kms 
and it was unclear exactly where the mine was located, on the N or S side of the Ǧebel al-
Ṣalayli. 
Our registration of the EIA hut tombs revealed some 237 extant hut tombs (Fig. 2 and Table 
1). These line the higher wadi beds (Fig. 1). The cemeteries are not planned in a strictly 
ordered way (Fig. 3). Two main types of hut tombs emerged. Both are roughly U-shaped in 
plan, but the second type has a broader façade-entrance (Fig. 4). 
If the tombs are elaborate and costed much time and effort to build, is there is any meaning 
in the cemetery location and tomb orientation? Al-Ṣalayli cemetery 1 lies on a low 
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prominent loosely framed by the topography. The vast majority are oriented toward the W 
with a view toward the open valley. In the cases of cemeteries 2 and 3 the hut tombs lie in 
higher parts of the wadi divided by the sayl. The predominant entrance direction faces 
toward the SW enabling a view of the opening wadi (Fig. 9). Cemetery 4 lies in a wadi 
defined by steep mountains. The orientation of the hut tombs there faces the W and SW, 
enabling a good view of the wadi. 
Preservation of the hut tombs was worst in cemeteries 2 and 3; it is best in cemeteries 1 and 
4. 
Several of the hut tombs contained slag as fill or building material (Fig. 5). The same holds 
for the Muslim period buildings (Fig. 6). The slags thus can be dated and compared with 
each other in terms of chemical composition and flowing structure. 
The pottery from the smelting and habitation area at first glance appears to be of middle 
Islamic date, perhaps c. 15th century CE (Fig. 7). The buildings are taken to be one-room 
houses (Hauptmann 1980, 73 Abb. 21). 
An unexpected discovery was a stone building (631574.403m E, 2537015.934m N, alt. 
767.076m) of 6 m length, walls 1.5 m high and 1 m thick (Fig. 8). The short wall had an axis 
of SE/NW, the long wall may show toward the qibla direction. This and a second building in 
the Islamic settlement may be explained as mosques (632095.42m E, 2536265.089m N, 
altitude 740.854m). 
Common near the Islamic slag site are stone circles little more than 1 m in diameter. In the 
centre are stone anvils with several circular dents from pounding slag in order to find 
copper nuggets. To judge from the small size of the circles, this was probably the work 
children. 
To the SW some 25 km lies another prehistoric copper district previously known as ad-
Shewi (al-Šūwʿī, UTM 40Q 609071 m E, 2517854 m N) mentioned but not localised by G. 
Weisgerber (1981, 177). It shows extensive slag fields. Several hut tombs are preserved. 
Seventy-six hut tombs at al-Khawd/Khur al-Ḏabaʿ (UTM 40Q 622357 m E, 2608507 m N) 
differ from the al-Ṣalayli tombs in different ways. They are often build together in groups, 
are built of mostly of limestone but also were built of black and white stones, with reddish 
gravel on the roof, have a different tomb orientation, in several cases the entrance was 
hardly distinguishable. The entrance orientation faces toward the open desert. 
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Figure 1. Survey results 17-22.10.2018. The white dotted rectangle shows the area of anthropogenic activity 
which should be placed under legal protection. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Survey results 17-22.10.2018. Above is N. The green lozenges show hut tombs. The yellow circles 
show presumably EIA buildings. The purple circles show Middle Islamic period buildings, presumably houses. 
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At the far right six mine entrances appear. To the SE, the small green circles show undated settlement rubble 
fields. Those centre-S show probable EIA settlement. To the N, the house symbol shows a possible mosque. 
1:50.000 map sheet NF4007C2. 
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Figure 3. Al-Ṣalayli EIA cemetery 1. The numbers 238 and 239 show building ruins presumable contemporary 
with the hut tombs. The arrow points north. 
 
 
Figure 4. Al-Ṣalayli tomb 184, above right the SW façade, above left the NW long wall, below the plan with a 
broad entrance-façade. 
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Figure 5. Slag sampled from the roof of EIA hut tomb 
10. 
Figure 6. Slag sampled from a Islamic period building, 
in the smelting area, presumably a dwelling. 
Figure 7. Diagnostic pottery collected from the buildings (dwellings?) adjacent the smelting area. Most of the 
sherds are glazed. Nos. 1–7 are turquoise in colour. Nos. 8–10 are brown glazed. Nos. 11 & 15 are yellow glazed. 
Nos. 12 & 13 are white glazed. No. 16 is a fine greyish glazed Celedon. The others are not glazed. 
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Figure 8. Stone building (mosque?) NE of the main group of hut tombs. Presumably of recent date. 
 
Figure 9. Panorama view of one of the EIA cemeteries (centre). This site is slowly being encroached on. 
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tomb easting northing elevation m 
1 631.791.285 2.536.222.230 702.567 
2 631.793.853 2.536.221.699 703.322 
3 631.794.876 2.536.222.040 703.558 
4 631.795.039 2.536.226.803 703.015 
5 631.798.909 2.536.230.048 702.915 
6 631.802.644 2.536.225.098 703.690 
7 631.801.120 2.536.223.424 704.212 
8 631.798.688 2.536.220.080 704.455 
9 631.798.819 2.536.216.870 705.368 
10 631.799.154 2.536.213.662 704.514 
11 631.797.754 2.536.209.664 704.287 
12 631.796.643 2.536.207.661 704.651 
13 631.803.991 2.536.211.822 705.310 
14 631.802.426 2.536.214.909 705.712 
15 631.803.221 2.536.217.795 706.109 
16 631.806.967 2.536.223.364 707.621 
17 631.806.844 2.536.225.688 706.555 
18 631.814.573 2.536.221.548 707.521 
19 631.807.007 2.536.218.824 706.701 
20 631.810.610 2.536.217.306 707.850 
21 631.807.554 2.536.214.843 707.388 
22 631.808.549 2.536.206.658 707.499 
23 631.808.049 2.536.205.214 707.617 
24 631.806.845 2.536.202.103 707.190 
25 631.811.841 2.536.205.468 706.875 
26 631.810.770 2.536.210.663 708.528 
27 631.813.938 2.536.212.020 707.725 
28 631.815.739 2.536.217.240 707.216 
29 631.816.006 2.536.221.782 707.317 
30 631.820.615 2.536.222.598 708.131 
31 631.821.046 2.536.220.165 707.427 
32 631.821.291 2.536.215.628 707.640 
33 631.819.264 2.536.212.842 707.775 
34 631.815.895 2.536.211.040 707.581 
35 631.816.742 2.536.208.058 707.634 
36 631.817.588 2.536.205.186 707.689 
37 631.825.523 2.536.212.564 709.077 
38 631.826.013 2.536.215.226 709.281 
39 631.827.414 2.536.219.114 710.638 
40 631.830.593 2.536.219.252 709.749 
41 631.831.418 2.536.218.706 710.038 
42 631.830.946 2.536.214.051 710.193 
43 631.830.558 2.536.211.501 710.558 
44 631.835.346 2.536.215.197 710.108 
45 631.838.615 2.536.216.665 709.754 
46 631.839.243 2.536.215.231 710.318 
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47 631.155.022 2.536.523.512 702.511 
48 631.152.749 2.536.525.375 702.819 
49 631.157.430 2.536.529.623 701.299 
50 631.161.654 2.536.527.445 702.039 
51 631.166.744 2.536.531.808 701.577 
52 631.165.391 2.536.534.122 701.664 
53 631.158.131 2.536.531.623 702.175 
54 631.158.072 2.536.538.377 701.075 
55 631.159.289 2.536.539.937 702.435 
56 631.163.706 2.536.539.090 700.858 
57 631.167.411 2.536.537.683 701.443 
58 631.168.813 2.536.541.571 702.069 
59 631.168.790 2.536.544.228 701.296 
60 631.166.737 2.536.544.431 702.779 
61 631.165.014 2.536.542.091 702.891 
62 631.159.052 2.536.543.589 700.808 
63 631.157.784 2.536.547.897 700.810 
64 631.161.133 2.536.551.912 701.329 
65 631.166.813 2.536.547.422 701.026 
66 631.167.249 2.536.556.284 701.738 
67 631.165.853 2.536.563.469 703.417 
68 631.167.353 2.536.567.912 701.780 
69 631.166.675 2.536.563.366 703.622 
70 631.167.886 2.536.565.591 703.065 
71 631.173.224 2.536.564.973 702.255 
72 631.183.134 2.536.581.226 703.590 
73 631.178.881 2.536.586.725 704.169 
74 631.174.279 2.536.585.246 703.470 
75 631.173.312 2.536.590.220 704.029 
76 631.178.442 2.536.590.044 704.252 
77 631.174.797 2.536.596.434 703.935 
78 631.167.655 2.536.592.054 702.996 
79 631.179.185 2.536.598.908 702.761 
80 631.188.077 2.536.602.419 703.421 
81 631.184.008 2.536.610.356 703.335 
82 631.186.625 2.536.627.874 705.439 
83 631.187.499 2.536.633.529 705.666 
84 631.194.449 2.536.636.247 698.173 
85 631.194.444 2.536.636.911 698.052 
86 631.203.649 2.536.569.114 696.068 
87 631.211.042 2.536.568.181 697.274 
88 631.205.977 2.536.572.677 696.257 
89 631.198.467 2.536.575.269 696.891 
90 631.208.916 2.536.600.275 699.407 
91 631.206.353 2.536.600.142 699.335 
92 631.205.926 2.536.602.131 698.166 
93 631.206.928 2.536.604.797 698.823 
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94 631.209.896 2.536.605.488 698.283 
95 631.204.768 2.536.605.554 700.078 
96 631.205.980 2.536.607.668 699.950 
97 631.213.054 2.536.607.951 701.110 
98 631.217.046 2.536.608.872 699.655 
99 631.218.442 2.536.613.424 700.157 
100 631.211.670 2.536.613.808 701.144 
101 631.213.711 2.536.614.933 701.394 
102 631.222.708 2.536.618.222 702.620 
103 631.213.374 2.536.618.363 702.620 
104 631.222.476 2.536.621.321 703.347 
105 631.221.715 2.536.626.297 703.562 
106 631.226.132 2.536.625.450 704.288 
107 631.142.184 2.536.655.170 702.873 
108 631.144.100 2.536.658.840 704.111 
109 631.141.202 2.536.661.916 702.847 
110 631.185.584 2.536.676.808 704.577 
111 631.182.063 2.536.680.653 704.215 
112 631.183.168 2.536.683.320 703.889 
113 631.188.298 2.536.683.143 703.660 
114 631.191.272 2.536.683.169 704.787 
115 631.196.897 2.536.684.879 705.176 
116 631.192.264 2.536.686.942 704.613 
117 631.207.584 2.536.694.384 704.381 
118 631.201.518 2.536.696.103 704.447 
119 631.208.313 2.536.693.062 704.230 
120 631.205.792 2.536.664.582 704.990 
121 631.211.676 2.536.671.941 704.484 
122 631.217.238 2.536.681.070 704.998 
123 631.219.056 2.536.684.297 705.207 
124 631.224.073 2.536.685.226 704.705 
125 631.222.913 2.536.688.870 704.761 
126 631.223.612 2.536.691.091 705.035 
127 631.225.041 2.536.691.879 705.034 
128 631.226.769 2.536.693.665 705.491 
129 631.228.573 2.536.698.442 705.810 
130 631.234.913 2.536.700.601 705.489 
131 631.235.156 2.536.708.023 705.957 
132 631.239.971 2.536.708.618 706.316 
133 631.239.142 2.536.709.607 706.849 
134 631.242.230 2.536.708.306 707.256 
135 631.247.772 2.536.707.911 706.828 
136 631.248.867 2.536.711.685 707.156 
137 631.250.093 2.536.712.250 706.225 
138 631.254.998 2.536.702.548 706.708 
139 631.255.650 2.536.710.084 706.265 
140 631.252.434 2.536.714.374 706.257 
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141 631.251.291 2.536.716.025 706.536 
142 631.253.531 2.536.717.927 707.004 
143 631.252.462 2.536.722.900 707.047 
144 631.264.001 2.536.728.648 706.516 
145 631.267.152 2.536.720.149 706.269 
146 631.263.419 2.536.724.878 706.434 
147 631.228.703 2.536.671.757 700.999 
148 631.232.367 2.536.675.001 701.934 
149 631.232.728 2.536.680.651 703.598 
150 631.240.538 2.536.678.837 702.813 
151 631.242.602 2.536.677.415 702.974 
152 631.247.091 2.536.680.112 703.485 
153 631.247.888 2.536.682.887 703.512 
154 631.248.368 2.536.686.545 704.033 
155 631.243.970 2.536.685.178 703.404 
156 631.235.258 2.536.684.549 703.303 
157 631.232.683 2.536.685.855 703.947 
158 631.229.780 2.536.689.373 703.009 
159 631.233.257 2.536.690.511 703.082 
160 631.239.024 2.536.687.903 704.394 
161 631.246.569 2.536.692.952 703.842 
162 631.253.558 2.536.667.656 706.115 
163 631.252.580 2.536.662.221 706.021 
164 631.259.206 2.536.666.930 706.084 
165 631.269.764 2.536.726.373 704.728 
166 631.273.583 2.536.723.638 705.796 
167 631.273.536 2.536.728.953 706.428 
168 631.268.495 2.536.730.791 704.515 
169 631.275.458 2.536.732.070 706.054 
170 631.279.869 2.536.731.998 707.047 
171 631.288.762 2.536.747.135 707.907 
172 631.297.550 2.536.762.603 708.010 
173 631.305.392 2.536.745.397 708.468 
174 631.316.257 2.536.746.156 708.333 
175 631.301.315 2.536.765.957 707.461 
176 631.305.855 2.536.762.897 707.256 
177 631.304.653 2.536.771.302 706.755 
178 631.308.636 2.536.773.329 707.895 
179 631.317.244 2.536.774.069 708.590 
180 631.323.585 2.536.776.117 709.323 
181 631.333.739 2.536.776.095 709.822 
182 631.310.307 2.536.781.649 708.283 
183 631.360.487 2.536.813.645 710.656 
184 631.364.788 2.536.814.346 712.158 
185 631.353.015 2.536.835.504 713.348 
186 631.362.023 2.536.802.142 708.379 
187 631.401.533 2.536.799.386 710.905 
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188 631.400.001 2.536.798.598 711.877 
189 631.406.042 2.536.799.758 711.173 
190 631.464.642 2.536.818.872 714.292 
191 631.495.072 2.536.845.823 716.716 
192 631.520.492 2.536.847.596 718.675 
193 631.558.053 2.536.833.086 720.961 
194 631.594.064 2.536.831.629 725.013 
195 631.558.472 2.536.855.568 719.988 
196 631.567.107 2.536.853.207 720.868 
197 631.555.045 2.536.872.147 721.749 
198 631.574.599 2.536.864.456 722.039 
199 631.579.156 2.536.859.292 721.681 
200 631.579.853 2.536.861.734 722.608 
201 631.585.096 2.536.860.340 724.224 
202 631.589.284 2.536.862.259 723.553 
203 631.591.636 2.536.863.055 724.955 
204 631.592.622 2.536.867.603 724.009 
205 631.595.420 2.536.864.195 723.626 
206 631.596.561 2.536.862.766 723.716 
207 631.596.088 2.536.869.959 725.183 
208 631.598.852 2.536.870.537 724.600 
209 631.599.778 2.536.870.213 724.636 
210 631.597.577 2.536.875.619 724.754 
211 631.594.998 2.536.877.368 724.870 
212 631.593.250 2.536.877.796 725.630 
213 631.589.735 2.536.881.087 725.343 
214 631.585.252 2.536.877.616 725.624 
215 631.582.848 2.536.894.536 726.277 
216 631.590.686 2.536.901.359 726.521 
217 631.592.993 2.536.883.773 725.683 
218 631.592.980 2.536.885.323 724.744 
219 631.598.938 2.536.884.157 725.251 
220 631.603.471 2.536.881.872 725.683 
221 631.602.462 2.536.879.980 723.883 
222 631.601.435 2.536.880.082 725.040 
223 631.602.931 2.536.884.967 724.910 
224 631.601.841 2.536.892.377 727.244 
225 631.600.620 2.536.914.734 730.216 
226 631.613.040 2.536.913.514 730.063 
227 631.624.889 2.536.918.932 731.530 
228 631.622.361 2.536.914.924 731.747 
229 631.621.167 2.536.910.706 731.661 
230 631.625.086 2.536.908.193 730.974 
231 631.623.070 2.536.904.189 730.472 
232 631.624.329 2.536.900.878 731.123 
233 631.624.016 2.536.901.540 729.560 
234 631.625.055 2.536.888.261 728.535 
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235 631.618.355 2.536.892.078 727.756 
236 631.618.295 2.536.875.468 725.935 
237 631.136.288 2.536.649.139 700.662 
Table 1. Coordinates of the hut tombs at the al-Ṣalayli sites. UTM zone 40 Q. 
